
 

 
This area lies just 7km outside the Dahab Checkpoint to the north and offers some very 
interesting climbs of varied style. The rock is all granite and the first 20m are usually of good 
quality. There are 2 Sectors, the Carpark Sector and the Windchannel. 
The Carpark Sector was developed first by Jaimie, Jenny, Mundi, Job and Bernard in February 
2012 and routes added later by Misha and Martin in 2019. 
The Windchannel has been developed by Wolfgang Vogl and Timo Elony since early 2020 and 
is being continued. 
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Access 
The Carpark Sector lies at (28.620362N 34.426584E) in Wadi Hamam which branches off Wadi 
Zaghara. To get here it is recommended you take a Bedouin Guide of the local tribe. Find an old 
one that actually knows the place, there is no reception out there so don’t get lost. If you need 
help organising this or a complete rock climbing day; ask us at redsearock.com! 

Carpark Sector 
This Sector was developed first by the Team Jaimie Browne, Jenny Lord, Job van Hemert and 
Bernard van Hemert and saw some additions by Mikhail Kukharenko and Martin Murar. 

Sandy Corner 
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Warmup Slab 
Catches the sun starting in the late morning 

 

Bulges Wall 
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Choss ramp 
Theres one 5a ish route up the ramp put up by Mikhail Kukharenko in 2019 called New-bee that 
comes right ahead when you follow the path along the “Bulge”-wall to the right.There’s a chain 
at the top. 
 

Cracked corner and Platform 
A few cracks bolted by Misha just around the corner from the ramp on the same Massif 
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Windchannel 
A windy venue with very unique rock and some more potential lines for the future. 
This sector was opened in a Team effort by Wolfgang and Timo in January 2020, with help from 
Lio at sending the hard lines and Magnus to finish the “Seafruit”, good times! 
(28.622113, 34.427854) 
 

Cobblestone 
This wall lies in the shade until the afternoon 
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Elephant wall 
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Boulder Problems 
Submit more boulders to grow this section! Boulders without a grade, name, description and 
FA/projector, will be edited by me! Bold letters on the name mean it has been sent. 

Ufo Rock 

 
 

Welcome Rock 
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